
  
  

Week   4   Challenges   
  

  
Specialty   Run   Shop.     Sponsored   by   Ohio   Valley   
Running   Company   of   Athens,   Ohio.     
  

*If   you   run   from    Ohio   Valley   Running   Company   
during   store   hours,   mention   you   are   completing   
the   SWVC   challenge   and   you   will   get   a   free   
OVRC   sticker   or   magnet!   
  

Running   stores   are   the   central   hub   of   running   
communities,   and   during   the   pandemic   you   might   not   have   had   those   group   runs   or   store   
interactions   that   we’re   all   used   to.    During   this   challenge,   drive   to   your   favorite   running   
specialty   store   to   start   and   end   your   run   from!    Better   yet,   stop   inside   to   say   “HI”   to   the   
workers   and   support   them   by   buying   an   energy   gel   or   any   running   gear   you   might   need.    If   
you   live   in   or   near   Athens,   you   can   easily   do   this   by   going   to   Ohio   Valley   Running   Company!   
Take   a   selfie   at   the   store   and   share   it   with   us;   if   you   don’t   live   near   a   running   store,   wear   a   
piece   of   apparel   from   your   favorite   running   store   and   snap   a   pic!     
  

  
    

Plogging   Run.     As   runners   it’s   always   good   to   give   back   in   a   
meaningful   way,   so   this   week   pick   a   day   to   go   “Plogging”!   
Plogging   is   the   combination   of   running   and   picking   up   litter;   you   
can   read   about   the   phenomenon   here:   
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plogging .    Grab   a   full-size   trash   
bag   and   take   it   with   you   on   a   route   that   you’ve   seen   a   lot   of   
litter   on   and   fill   your   bag   up!    Unfortunately   there   is   no   shortage   
of   litter   along   roadways   and   popular   trails,   so   if   you   feel   up   for   it   
you   could   probably   fill   multiple   bags.   Post   a   picture   of   the   trash   
you   collected   on   your   Plogging   Run,   and   share   with   us   any   

gross   or   intriguing   items   you   found   along   the   way.    Be   safe   by   wearing   gloves   or   picking   up   
trash   with   a   stick,   and   also   be   cautious   by   wearing   reflective   clothing   if   you   choose   to   do   this   
along   a   roadway.     
  

  

https://ohiovalleyrunning.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plogging


  
  

  
Interval   Run.     Alright,   we’ve   run   a   hard   mile,   we’ve   done   hill   
repeats,   now   it’s   time   for   the   trusted   and   grueling   interval   
workout!    An   interval   workout   is   the   highest   intensity   workout  
for   distance   runners,   and   it’s   meant   to   increase   your   VO2Max.   
Each   interval   is   typically   between   1-3   minutes   in   length,   and   
you   repeat   them   between   12-24   minutes   of   total   time   of   
running   at   that   intensity.    Between   intervals,   your   rest   should   
be   equal   to   your   interval   time.    An   example   of   an   interval   
workout   might   be:    warm-up,   run     8   x   2   minutes   with   2:00   
minute   rest   between   intervals,   cool-down.     For   the   rest   
period   between   intervals   you   can   jog   real   slow,   or   even   walk   

for   that   time   period.    The   intensity   of   the   interval   should   be   as   hard   as   you   can   for   that   
particular   duration   so   don’t   go   “all-out”   from   the   start.    Make   sure   you   warm-up   before   and   
cool-down   after   the   workout.    Be   ready   for   this   workout   to   really   make   you   work,   and   keep   
doing   them   in   future   weeks   to   get   some   big   fitness   gains   after   the   challenge   is   over!     
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  


